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QUESTION PRESENTED

The federal harmless-error statute, 28 U.S.C
§ 2111, restricts the jurisdiction of federal appellate
courts to grant new trials, to cases in ^hich "errors or
defects ... affect the substantial rights of the parties."
Anyerror must have a "substantial an4 injurious effect
or influence in determining the jury's Verdict" before a.
new trial may be granted. Kotteakos v
328 U.S. 750, 776 (1946).

United States,

In this case the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth.
Circuit, sitting en banc, reversed a civil jury verdict
and ordered a new trial because th^ district judgei
admitted important expert testimony without making;
detailed Daubert findings. The Ninth pircuit acknow
ledged that the expert testimony heardlby the jury may
have been free from substantive error, but nonetheless,
concluded it was obliged to order a ney trial based on
the procedural gatekeeping error.

The question presented is
jury case, a district judge's procedural
detailed Daubert findings regarding i
testimony requires the appellate court
trial, regardless of whether there
substantive error in the expert
heard by the jury.

whethpr, in a federal.
failure to make

irhportant expert
to order a new

wis actually any
testimony heard or not
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING

Petitioners, the Estate of Henryi Barabin and
Geraldine Barabin, were plaintiffs in the district court
and appellees in the Ninth Circuit.: Respondents,
AstenJohnson, Inc., and Scapa Dryer Fabrics, Inc.,
were defendants in the district court arid appellants in
the Ninth Circuit.
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioners, the estate of a paper mill worker
occupationally exposed to asbestos who died of
mesothelioma, and his wife, respectfully submit this
petition for a writ of certiorari to thei United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit;

OPINIONS BELOW!

The en banc decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals
(App., infra, la-27a) is reported at 740 F.3d 457. The
order granting en banc review (App., ii\fra, 28a-29a) is
unpublished. The panel decision (App., infra, 30a-43a)
is reported at 700 F.3d 428. The district court's decision
denying a new trial, from which appeal was taken
(App., infra, 44a-48a), is unpublished put available at
2010 WL 5137898.

JURISDICTION

The Ninth Circuit issued its en ba.nc decision on

January 15, 2014. This Court has jurisdiction under28
U.S.C. § 1254(1).

STATUTE AND RULES INVOLVED

28 U.S.C. § 2111 states:

On the hearing of any appeal or writ of
certiorari in any case, the court shall give
judgment after an examination of the record
without regard to errors or defects which do
not affectthe substantial rights ofihe parties.



Rule 59(a)(1) of the Federal Rul^s of Civil
Procedure states, in relevant part:

Rule 59. New Trial; Altering or j
Amending a Judgment j

(a) In General.
(1) Grounds for New Trial. The court may,

on motion, grant a new trial on all or| some of
the issues —and to anyparty —as fallows:

(A) after a jury trial, for any reason for
which a new trial has heretofore been granted
in an action at law in federal court....

Rule 61 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
states: j

Rule 61. Harmless Error

Unless justice requires otherwise; no error
in admitting or excluding evidence -f- or any
other error by the court or a party —is ground
for granting a new trial, for setting aside a
verdict, or for vacating, modifying, <j)r other
wise disturbing a judgment or order. -At every
stage of the proceeding, the court must dis
regard allerrors and defects that do rjiot affect
any party's substantial rights.



STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Statutes and Rules Restricting the
Power of Federal Appellate Courts
to Grant New Trials

Exercising its power under art. I, § 8, cl. 18 'to
enact laws carrying into execution the powers vested in
other departments ofthe Federal Govlernment," Kaiser
Aetna v. United States, 444 U.S. 164, 172 n.7 (1979),
Congress has put in place (both directly and through
rules promulgated pursuant to er.abling statutes)
various restrictions on the power of federal appellate
courts to grant new trials, especially in jury cases.

Section 17 of the Judiciary Act of'.1789conferred in
federal courts the "power to grant new trials, in cases
where there has been a trial by jury," but only "for
reasons for which new trials have usually been granted
in the courts of law." Act of Sept. 24, }789, ch. 20, § 17,
I Stat. 73, 83 (repealed 1948). This rsstriction contin
ues in force in civil cases via Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(a)(1)(A)
II Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & Mary
Kay Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure: Crvp
§ 2801, at 41 (2d ed. 1995) ("WRIGHT').

By the early twentieth century, a "widespread ai^d
deep conviction" developed that appellate courts we
too frequently granting new trials in criminal cas^s
based on technicalities. Kotteakos v. United States, 328
U.S. 750, 759 (1946). In response, Congress enacted the
first harmless-error statute, Section 391 ofthe Judicial
Code, which mandated that all feder;il courts (in both
criminaland civil cases) disregard errjors "which do not
affect the substantial rights of the parties." 28 U.S.C.
§ 391 (1946) (Act of March 3, 1911, <jh. 231, § 269, 36
Stat. 1163; Act of Feb. 26, 1919, ch. 4b, 40 Stat. 1181).



Section 391 "was repealed in the 1948 revision of
the Judicial Code on the ground that its substance was
adequatelycovered by Civil Rule61and (priminal Rule
52(a)." 11 WRIGHT, supra, § 2881, at
because doubts (albeit "insubstantial"
concerning whether these rules were:
appellate courts, id., a new statute jvas enacted,
modeled on old Section 391and applicable explicitlyto
appellate courts. 28 U.S.C. § 2111 (ActofMay 24,1949,
c. 139, § 110, 63 Stat. 105). Thus, both rules and
current Section 2111 closely match |the original
harmless-error restriction enacted a century ago in
Section 391. O'Neal v. McAninch, 513 tJ.S. 432, 441
(1995). See also Brecht v. Abrahamson, 1507 U.S. 619,
631 n.7 (1993) (describing Section 391 as Section 2111's
"statutory predecessor"); United States v. Lane, 474
U.S. 438, 444 (1986) (noting Fed. R. Crim. P. 52(a) is
similar to Section 2111).

Under all three provisions, following a jury trial,
generally speaking the test for whether jthe "substan
tial rights" of the verdict loser have been violated,
enabling a federal court to grant a new trial, is whether
the error had a "substantial and injurious effect or
influence in determining the jury's verdict." Kotteakos,
supra, 328U.S. at 776. See alsoBrecht, sdpra, 507U.S.
at 631-32 & note 7.

"Only in rare cases has this Court held that an
error is structural, and thus requires automatic
reversal." Washington v. Recuenco, 548 U.S. 212, 218
(2006). To date, this Court's automatic-reversal
holdings have been limited to criminal cs.ses involving
constitutional violations which affect the framework of
the trial itself. United States v. Gonzahz-Lopez, 548

442. In part
ones) arose
binding on

urisprudeneeU.S. 140, 148-49 (2006) (summarizing j
and listing examples).



B. The Ninth Circuit's Mukhtar Rule

Fourteen years ago, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit invented a special rule under which
automatic reversal, and a new trial, must be ordered :m
cases in which important expert testirhony favoring the
eventual verdict winner was admitted without
supporting Daubert findings. Undejr this rule, the
remedy for a district court's failure to make Daubert
findings is not a remand to permit sujch findings (wrp
the verdict upheld if the expert testimony turns out
satisfy Daubert). Rather theremedy isanoutright ne[w
trial — even if all the expert testimony heard by the
jury turns out to have been properly admitted.
According to the Tenth Circuit, this automatic-reversal
rule applies not just in criminal cases, United States v.
Velarde, 214 F.3d 1204, 1211-12 (10l(h Cir. 2000), but
in civilcases. Goebel v. Denver andRib Grande Western
R.R. Co., 215 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (lOfch Cir. 2000).

Eleven yearsago, over the dissent ofeleven judges
who urged en banc review, a panel of the U.S. Court
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit followed the Tenth
Circuit's lead and applied this rule to a civil-
employment discrimination case. The panel ordered
new trial as the remedy for the district court's failure
to make Daubert findings prior to allowing a key expert
to testify. Mukhtar v. California Staie University, 299
F.3d 1053, 1065-68 (9th Cir. 2002), amended by 3
F.3d 1073, 1074 (9th Cir. 2003).

The operating premise of this automatic-reversal
rule is that appellate courts "cannot trust a district
court not to succumb to 'post-hoc rationalization.'" App.
43a. The Mukhtar panel was explicit on this point, in
explaining why a district court canndt be permitted to
reinstate a verdict on remand even ifit determines that
all the testimony heard by the jury satisfied Daubert:



"A post-verdict analysis does not protect the purity of
the trial, but instead creates an undue1 risk of post-hoc
rationalization." 319 F.3d at 1074.

C. The District Court Proceedings Below

i StateHenryBarabinworked at a paper jnillin the
ofWashington for 33 years, often in c^ose proximity
drying machines whose felts (which hold wet pap
against thehot drying surface) contained asbestos. E
duties included removing and replacing the felts, a:
regularly cleaning them employing compressed a
Respondents Asten-Johnson, Inc., and Scapa Dry
Fabrics suppliedfelts to the paper mill. App. 5a-6a.

In 2006 Mr. Barabin was diagnosed
mesothelioma. App. 6a. Mr. Barabia and his wif^
Geraldine, filedsuit against AstenJohnson and Scap
among other defendants, in Washington state cour
The suit was removed to the U.S. District Court for
Western District of Washington, whibh had diversity
jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332.

No one doubts "that asbestos
inhaling respirable fibers can cause
App. 6a. What the parties contested a
the asbestos-laden felts sold by AstenJohnson
Scapa to Mr. Barabin's employer substantially co^
tributed to his mesothelioma, the re

to

witla

a

the

exposure from
mesothelioma

; trial is whethe r
and

con-

.evant causation

standard under controlling Washington law.1 Thjs
necessarily boiled down to "a battle of the experts
App. 6a.

1E.g., Lockwood v. AC &S, Inc., 744 P.24 605, 612-13 (Wash
1987); Sharbono v. Universal Underwriters It,s. Co., 161 P.3d 406:
426 (Wash. Ct. App. 2007);Mavroudis v. Pittsl urgh-Coming Corp
935 P.2d 684, 687-89 (Wash. Ct. App. 1997).



:i:v-

ibiEw ST" ^d.Scapa chalIel«ed «* "tal-

Pr»tF°UTngan ei^ht-day trial and fotdays ofdeliberation, the jury returned a verdict fer th?Ra vAstenJohnson and Scapa ^V^^T
evidentiary objections in a motion for ^
which the district judge denied. App. 8k a new trial,

-9a, 45a-47a.

D- The Ninth Circuit's Panel Decision
On appeal to the Ninth Circuit, dear,-

court spost-trial order setting out the *'
holdmgthat the Barabins' expert testis
(Pet. App. 46a-48a) and its various
Ast!f?nT,and ^i Jtate™^ regard*Astenj0hns and Scapa argued (among
that the district court had been insuffWei
its analysis ofthe scientific validity"ofthe"
used by the Barabins' experts. JoL 0?
Appellants (May 19, 2011), at 15-17 2
heavily on Mukhtar, id. at 2, 29, 31 33
sized thata district court "has no " '

lite the district
~>ert test and

satisfied it
other written

Daubert,2
other things)
Ltly specific in
methodology

'{suing Brief of
"3-34. Relying
they empha-

to abdicate

Daub
'• testimony

ding

23

»discretion

2009, at 4-7, 11-13 20 22 w n a 5Pr°cee(iings, Sept. 16,
18, 2009 at 3-6 10 14V !, T °n M°tions ^Limine. Sept
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its responsibility to" determine "whether an expert's
testimony is reliable " Id. at 31. "The court did not
act as a gatekeeper," they concluded. Id. at 33.

The Ninth Circuit panel agreed with this analysis,
holdingthat "the district court neglected to performits
gatekeeping role" under Daubert to, "on the record,
make some kind ofreliabihty determination"' regarding
each expert's testimony. App. 39a-40a (quoting
Mukhtar, 299F.3d at 1066). It then heldj that "Mukhtar
dictates that a new trial be provided in this
circumstance." App. 41a.

In a concurrence, two of the three panel members
criticized Mukhtar's automatic-reversal rule:

... On remand, the district court dutifully
will make a new Daubert determination. If the
court finds that the expert testimony is,
indeed, reliable, what purpose is served by
empaneling a newjury and conductinganother
lengthy trial the outcome of whichj likely will
be identical to the one already Concluded?
Mukhtar answers that query by holding that
we cannot trust a district court not to succiimb
to "post-hocrationalization." 319F.3d at 1074.
But we routinely trust district: courts to
reassess their earlierjudgments inj matters of
more consequence than disputes oyer money.
See, e.g., United States v. Amelink, 409 F.3d
1073 (9th Cir. 2005) (en banc). Regardless, Ido
not share Mukhtar's lack of faith in our
district courts.

Were it not for Mukhtar,, I would
conditionally vacate the judgment and remand
to the district court with instructions to make
a new Daubert determination. If Ithe expert
testimony is reliable, then the original judg-



ment should be re-entered. If the expert
testimony is not reliable, then the court should
preside over a new trial. See Mukhtar, 319
F.3d at 1077 (Reinhardt, J., dissenting from
denial of reh'g en banc).

App. 43a (Graber, CircuitJudge,with Whom Tashima
Circuit Judge, joins, concurring). j

E. The Ninth Circuit's En Banc Decision

The Barabins then petitioned fcr rehearing en
banc, arguing that the Mukhtar rule is inconsistent
with U.S. Supreme Court and prior Ninth Circuii;
precedent, and arguing that Mukhtar's premise thai;
district judges are untrustworthy is not warranted
Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc (Nov
30, 2012), at 11-14. AstenJohnson and Scapa opposed
en banc review, arguing among other things that the
distrust of district judges reflected in Mukhtar — the
concern that if entrusted with a remand for further

Daubert findings, they will engage in post-hoc
rationalization — is warranted. Jcint Answer to

Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc (Dec
21, 2012), at 9-13.

A majority of the 27 active judges on the Ninth
Circuit voted to reconsider Mukhtar en banc. App. 29a
However, a majority of the thirteen judges randomly
selected to serve on the "mini-en bare" court (which
excluded the author of the panel concurrence criticizing
Mukhtar) left the automatic-reversal ::ule of Mukhtar
in place. By an 8-to-5 vote the Ninth Circuit upheld the
panel's new trial order based on Muh\ktar. App. 14a
20a.

The dissenting judges insisted thjat "a remand t(j>
the district court for a Daubert analysis is the proper
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course," App. 23a, with thedistrict court umpowered to
reinstate the jury's verdict if it determines that "the
disputed expert testimony was admissib.i
the requirements of Rule 702 and Daubert." App. 27a
(Circuit Judge Nguyen, with whom Judges McKeown,
W. Fletcher, Bybee, and Watford join, concurring in
part and dissenting inpart). They criticised the major
ity's fixation on mere "gatekeeping error," App. 27a,
which by itself, they insisted, cannot be enough to
demonstrate actual prejudice: "If the expert testimony
was admissible, then the jury simply reaiched a verdict
based on evidence it was properly permitted to con
sider, despite the district court's error." App. 25a. In
that event, "despite the district court's failure tofulfill
its gatekeeping function, then no harm, no foul." App.
23a.

This petition seeking relief froba Mukhtar's
automatic-reversal rule follows.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

I. The Ninth Circuit's En Banc Ruling
is Wrong and Irreconcilable Wiuh
This Court's Precedent

The special automatic-reversal rule for Daubert
cases, invented by the Tenth Circuit and now adopted
by the Ninth Circuit sittingen banc, is wrong.

For a federal appellate court automatically to
reverse a jury verdict and order a new trial merely
because a district judge may have committed
"gatekeeping error," App. 27a, concerning important

" * ' make detailed
with the plain

experttestimony —its mere omission to
Daubert findings —cannot be squared!
language of 28 U.S.C. §2111. Specifically directed at
federal appellate courts, Section 2111 denies jurisdic-
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tion to grant new trials based on "errors or defects
which do not affect the substantial rights of the
parties."

The en banc dissenters are correct. Mere gates-
keeping delay cannot be said to "affect the substantig.1
rights of the parties." Under aspects of the Ninth
Circuit en banc decision not challenged by ths
Barabins, upon proper motion federal court litigants
are entitled to detailed Daubert finjiings regarding
their opponent's expert testimony. Apb. 11a-13a. This
means that at some point before a judgment can bo
enforced, (1) procedurally, the district judge must mako
the required findings; and (2) substantively, the districi;
judge must hold Daubert satisfied (and this holding
must be affirmed on any appeal). Yet as long as the'
outcome of Stage 2 is that, substantively, all expert
testimony heard by the jury was proper, nothing
essential turns on the timing ofStage 1. As theenbanc
dissenters emphasized, if a court of aopeals orders a
remand to cure mere gatekeeping error, and it turns
out on remand that "the expert testimony was
admissible, then the jury simply reached a verdict
based on evidence it was properly! permitted to
consider," App; 25a —"no harm, no foul." App. 23a.

This Court's harmless-error jurisprudence supports
the analysis of the en banc dissenters. In Chapman v
California, 386 U.S. 18 (1967), this Cour^t observed that
Section 2111, and similar federal and state statutes
and rules, are designed to block reversals "for small
errors or defects that have little, if any, likelihood of
having changed the result of the trial.'" Id. at 22. See
also Bruno v. United States, 308 U.S. 287, 294 (1939)
(the harmless-error statute "was intended to prevent
matters concerned with the mereetiquetteoftrials and
with the formalities and minutiae ofprocedure from
touching the merits ofa verdict.").
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By definition, theprocedural gatekeeping error
the district judge in this case had zero likelihood
affecting the result of the trial if, ^s the en banc
dissenters assume might be the case (and the enbanc
majority likewise assumes, App. 19a)i it turns out on
remand that allthe expert testimony Heard by the jury
was properly admitted.3 Thus, it is impossible inthis

by
of

3The eleven judges who dissented from the denial of rehearing
en banc in Mukhtar described the complete absence of reversible
error as follows:

' e vide ace

had

The error cannot be prejudicial if the
the expert witness consisted ofev "
jury could properly have heard,
announced the reasons for its ruling,
court's alleged failure to provide an
doesnot, in itself, injure the opposing
way oraffect theverdict. Under the' -
standard, reversible error could
jury heard evidence that thedistrict
have the discretion to let it hear. In
that the court may have erred with
procedure by which it decided tc
Wellman's testimony cannot constit
error. The district court's "error"
affected the verdict in a way that
to the [defendant] only if the tes
heard could not havebeenadmittedby
proper procedural ruling. In the
determination that the expert testimony
qualify for admission under Daubert
cannot be deemed to have constituted
error or to have affected the substantial
the parties.

testimony of
that the

the court

The district
explanation
party in any

error

only if the
idge did not

short, the fact
rsspectto the

admit Dr.
reversible

could have
prejudicial

the jury
means of a

absence of a
did not

its admission
"harmful"

rights of

harmless i

. occur

jud

x.te

; wals

testimjony

Mukhtar v. California State University, 319 F.3d 1073, 1076
Cir 2003) (Reinhardt, Circuit Judge, with iyhom Circuit
Pregerson, Hawkins, Tashima, Thomas, Mcfceown Wardlaw
Fletcher, Fisher, Paez, and Berzon join, dissenting from denia.
rehearing en banc.)

(<ith
Judges

W.

of
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case for AstenJohnson and Scapa to make the showing
required under this Court's harmless-error decisions:
that the district judge's mere gatekeeping error had a
"substantial and injurious effect or influence in
determining the jury's verdict." Kotteakos v. United
States, 328 U.S. 750, 776 (1946). See tylso Brecht v.
Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 631-32 & note 7 (1993).

The only remaining way ofjustifying the Mukhtar
rule under this Court's jurisprudence isjto argue that
the situation triggering it — a district judge's
procedural gatekeeping error — is one pi those "rare
cases" in which the "error is structural, and thus
requires automatic reversal" regardless of whether it
can be shown to have ultimately affecte i the verdict.
Washington v. Recuenco, 548 U.S. 212, 518 (2006). Of
course, to apply the structural-error doctrine to a
garden-variety civilcase would be extraoi dinary, given
that to date each of this Court's decisions finding
structural error has involved a criminal case and a
constitutional violation affecting the framework of the
trial itself. See United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez, 548
U.S. 140, 148-49 (2006) (summarizing jurisprudence
and fisting examples).

But that is precisely the logic of the Ninth Circuit's
Mukhtar rule, which reads this Courts decision in
Daubert v.Merrell DowPharmaceuticals, Inc., 509U.S.
579 (1993), as imposing a structural "gatekeeping"
requirement under which automatic
required if important expert testimony
based on insufficiently detailed Daubert

reversal is

is admitted

indings:

To remand for an evidentiary hearing post-
jury verdict undermines Daubert's require
ment that some reliability determination must
be made by the trial court before thp jury is
permitted to hear the evidence. Otherwise,
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instead of fulfilling its mandatory role as a
gatekeeper, the district courtclouds itsi dutyto
ensure that onlyreliable evidenceis presented
with impunity. A post-verdict analysis does
not protect the purity ofthe trial, but! instead
creates an undue risk of post-hoc rationali
zation. ;

Mukhtar v. California State University, 319F.3d 1073,
1074 (9th Cir. 2003) (order amendingopinion).

This rationale is deeply flawed on several levels.
First, thereis nothing inthe Federal Rules ofEvidence,
or in this Court's Daubert jurisprudence, to warrant
interpreting Rule 702 asimposing a specie1automatic-
reversal rule which forces wasteful new trials merely
because procedural gatekeeping error hasoccurred. In
enacting the Federal Rules ofEvidence as a statute in
1975, Congress directed that claims of error in the
admission or exclusion ofevidence are permitted "only
if the error affects a substantial right of the party
Rule 103(a). The theory that Rule 70 2 should be
construed to force wastefiil new trials bas9d merely on
the timing of a district judge's Daulert findings
conflicts with Rule 102, which directs that the Rules
"should be construed so as to . . . eliminate
unjustifiable expense and delay . . . ." This Court's
decision in General Electric Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136
(1997), rejected the idea that Daubert rulings, even
when they are outcome determinative, should be
reviewed differently than otherevidentiary rulings. Id.
at 141-43.

Second, where no constitutional violation is
involved, it is impermissible for appellate judges torely
on policy concerns to create exceptions to the plain
language ofSection 2111, which permits rjeversals only
where it can be shown that "substantial rights" have
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been impacted. To the degree this Courts structural-
rights doctrine operates to create an exception to
Section 2111, it can be justified as an aspect of this
Court's power to create constitutional dommon law.
E.g., Daniel J. Meltzer, Harmless Error, and Consti
tutional Remedies, 61 U. Cm. L. REV. 1, 19-34 (1994).
But appellate judges' policy concerns about the possible
partiality of district judges who commit jgatekeeping
error can supply no basis for creating an exception to
Section 2111, the very point of which is to demarcate
the power of appellate courts to grant n^w trials (at
least where constitutional concerns are absent).

"A statute affecting federal jurisdiction 'must be
construed both with precision and with fidelity to the
terms by which Congress has expressed its wishes.'"
Kucana v. Holder, 558 U.S. 233, 252 (2010) (quoting
Cheng Fan Kwok v. INS, 392 U.S. 206, 212 (1968)).
"[I]n construing a definite procedural provision,"
Justice Frankfurter advised, "we do well no stick close
to the text and not import argumentative qualifications
from broad, unexpressed claims of policy.' Utah Junk
Co. v. Porter, 328 U.S. 39, 44 (1946). In creating the
Mukhtar rule requiring automatic reversal based on a
policy concern that all district judges who commit
gatekeeping error are afflicted by bias, thereby
threatening the "purity of the trial," 319 F.3d at 1074,
the Ninth Circuit did the opposite.

The policy concern articulated by the Ninth Circuit
is hardly the only one to be weighed. Another is the
concern, articulated by this Court in reversing a court
of appeals' unwarranted grant of a new trial, that
"[t]rials are costly, not only for the parties, but also for
the jurors performing their civic duty and for society
which pays the judges and support personnel who
manage the trials" — which is why "[t]hje harmless-
error rules adopted by this Court and Congress" direct
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courts to "ignore errors that do not affect the essential
fairness of the trial." McDonough Power Equipment,
Inc. v. Greenwood, 464 U.S. 548, 553 (198$. Rather
than engage in judicial policymaking in a* effort to
rewrite Section 2111, the Ninth Circuit ^juld limi
itself to the faithful appHcation of Section 2111 as
written, and as authoritatively construedby this Court.

Third the premise of Mukhtar that appellate
courts "cannot trust adistrict court not to succumb to
'post-hoc rationalization,"'App. 43a, is questionable
This Court has never regarded abstract concerns about
possible judicial bias as a reason to relax harmless-
error standards. In the habeas corpus context, this
Court has mandated that federal judges drier to state
judges, although many are popularly elected, lack lite
tenure, and thus are subject to politicalpressure to rule
against criminal defendants. They can nonetheless
eenerally be trusted to rule appropriately, this Court
has stated, because they take the same constitutional
oath taken by federal judges. Sumnerv.Mata, 449 U.b.
539 549 (1981). Rejecting hypothetical concerns, tins
CouW has been unwilling to relax harmless-error
standards in the habeas corpus contex; [a]bsent
affirmative evidence that state-court judges are
ignoring their oath . . . ." Brecht v. Abrahamson 507
US 619 636 (1993). Obviously at least as much trust
is*owed federal district judges, who not oily take the
same oath as do federal appellate judges (m part, to
"administer justice without respect to persons, and
"faithfully and impartially discharge one sduties, 28
USC §453), but who are selected through the same
rigorous process, and enjoy the same life tenure and
salary protection, as federal appellate judges.

Fourth and finally, even if possible judicial bias
were a legitimate concern and appellate! judges had
leeway to make exceptions to Section 2111 ff there were
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no other available solution, here there are othe^
solutions, supplied by Congress and well-accepted
judicial practice, to resolve bias concerns in particular
cases without mandating new trials in all cases
involving gatekeeping error.

Under 28 U.S.C. § 455(a), every fejderal judge hasi
a mandatory duty to "disqualify himself in any
proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably
be questioned." If a district judge who committed gate
keeping error by not making sufficiently detailed.
Daubert findings would have difficulty impartially
ruling on the matter again, the judge should be trusted
to recuse.4

To the degree that appellate judges; need a method
of direct control, to assuage serious concerns about the
ability of a particular judge to impartially rule in a
particular case on remand, they "can reassign a case
away from a trial court judge whom they have
concluded is too likely to err on reriand." Toby J.
Heytens, Reassignment, 66 STAN. L. REV. 1, 6 (2014).
"[RJeassignment can operate as a work-around for
narrow recusal rules" when appellate judges conclude
"it would be implausible to expect a trial judge to be
able to put her previously expressed views out of her
mind." Id. at 7. See also id. at 10, 34-36, 42-47

4Indeed, that is exactly whatthe district jud|ge
Unprompted by any party, once the case was
Ninth Circuit he issued this order: "Judge
in the above entitled action and this case is re
to the Honorable James L. Robart." Minute
1454RSL (W. Dist. Wash.), March 6, 2014.
issues are now in the hands of a district
exposure to the case, it is clear thatMukhtar's
rule has forced a completely unnecessary
has already been tried over eight days, to a
which spent four days in deliberations.

Lasrik

in this case did.

remanded from the
recuses himself

assigned inrotation
Order, Case No. C07

the Daubert

with no prior
aiitomatic-dismissal

retrial of a case which

conscientious jury

Because

judlge
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The Ninth Circuit has ordered reassignment at
•w T J_ 1 OThe Ninth Cinani^ """" H. atleast 108 times over^past haH« ?()1 ,

E.g., ft r%^?Ut ?Uinreman4 order addres!Cir. 2006) (Kozinski, J.) ^""?°L &omadistrictsentencing, orderingreassignmentS ^ as
JUdf ^lervS- ^eStrS udge'who denied
too lenient, observing, m , vieWed Vasquez's
Vasquez's guilty Ple-^d^pressed strong viewscriminalhistoryreportandhase^ ^^^
about its ^^^pL8iblibia.inpaitic«lar
surgical tool for addressing y CiKUlt
cases, there was never any *ff^J^ uiring 33flW
to adopt the blunderbuss^^ff udJe8 commit
trials in all cases » *^^£porJL expertgatekeeping error involving pup f
testimony.

II.
The Ninth Circuit's En Baric Ruling

Practice Followed m Utner v,i

Review of the automatic-r
Daubert gatekeeping error, in
Circuit and now adopted by tne
banc, is further warranted
conflict with the law of other a*

Under the Federal Rules
district judge has admitted or e*fs unclear on abuse-of-discretioA
correct legal test was apphed tJifor the appellate court to remand
district judge can exercise discreet.
legal test. See generally 1^THA S. DAVIS FEDERAL S
§4.02, at 4-16 to 4-18 4th ei 2put this general point (in anothf

:ev|ersal rule for mere
tnvinted by the "tenth

Circuit sitting en
these rulings

•cuits.
cf Evidence, when a
icluded evidence and it
u review whether the
he general practice is

the case so that the
jn under the proper
ALAN CHILDLESS &

oVANDABDS OF REVIEW
2010). As Judge Posner

context), if a district

Ninth'
because

discretion
STEVEN '
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judge has failed to apply the proper legal test, the
decision "cannot be defended as an exercise oi'

discretion. It is an abuse of discretion not to exercise

discretion." Nightingale Home Healthcare, Inc. v.
Anodyne Therapy, LLC, 589 F.3d 881 883 (7th Cir.
2009).B

The well-settled general rule that an improper
exercise of discretion is cured by a remand to the
district court to permit the proper exercise ofdiscretion
is illustrated by this Court's decision in Sprint /United
Management Co. v. Mendelsohn, 552 T|J.S. 379 (2008),
involving an appeal by an unsuccessful age
discrimination plaintiff. In Mendelsohn, without
detailing its reasons, the district court excluded
plaintiffs "me too" testimony from five cther employees
who claimed age discrimination at the hands of
company supervisors unconnected to plaintiff. Id. at
381-83. The Tenth Circuit reversed, holding that the
district court had excluded the testimony based on a

5 However, the law outside the Ninth and Tenth Circuits is
hardly uniform. The doctrinal complexity and confusion in this
area, and the need for guidance from this Couit, is illustrated by
the unusual approach, analyzed by Childress and Davis, applied
by the Third Circuit. Whereas most circuits remand for further
clarification when the district judge has been insufficiently
detailed in evidentiary rulings, and the Ninth and Tenth Circuit
grant a new trial (at least on Daubert issues) on at least some
evidentiary issues the Third Circuit asserts authority to decide the
evidentiary issue de novo. 1 CHILDRESS & DAVIS, supra, § 4.02, at
4-17 to 4-18. E.g., Becker v. ARCO Chemical Co. 207 F.3d 176,181
(3d Cir. 2000) (where "district court fails to explain its grounds" for
its Rule 403 ruling, "we need not defer to the district court's ruling,
and we may undertake to examine the record and perform the
required balancing ourselves."); Ansell v. Green'Acres Contracting
Co., 347 F.3d 515, 525 (3d Cir. 2003) (same)j United States v.
Agnew, 407 F.3d 193, 197-98 (3d Cir. 2005[> (applying same
principle to review ofRule 609(b)ruling, as an alternative ground).
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prohibited per se rule. Applying the legally correct
balancing test, it then held the evjdence admissible
and granted a new trial. Id. at 383

This Court unanimously reversed the Teiith
Circuit. It noted that the district court's decision
"unclear," id. at 383, and "ambiguous," regard
whether an impermissible per se rule had
employed. Id. at 386; see also id. at 388 ("there
basis in the record for concluding that the District
Court applied a blanket rule."). After suggesting
the Tenth Circuit should have remanded the case?
permit"thedistrictcourttoclarify its order," id. at
and should not have conducted "its own balancin
decide whether the evidence was admissible, id. at
this Court "remand[ed] the case with instruction^
have the District Court clarify the basis for
evidentiary ruling under the applicable Rules." Id
388.

Further confirming the aberrant nature of
automatic-reversal rule for Daubert gatekeeping
applied by the Ninth and Tenth Circuit, it
from a review of federal appellate precedent that
other circuitappliessuch a rule in the context ofexpert
testimony. Rather, it appears that other circuits
review of a district court decision excluding
admitting expert testimony where the district cc^urt
failed to make Daubert findings, or at minimum
unclear whether a proper legal test was applied, sim;
remand the case in line with this Court's Mendelsohn
decision. For example, in Deputy v, Lehman Brothers.
Inc., 345 F.3d 494 (7th Cir. 2003), the Seventh Cirbuit
reversed because the district court excluded
testimony without conducting a Da\ubert analysis,
it emphasized that its reversal "dibes not mean"
the "testimony must be admitted, (lather, on remind
the district court must property function ab a
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gatekeeper pursuant to Daubert . .
Similarly, in United States v. Belyea,
525 (4th Cir. 2005), on review of a crim:
the Fourth Circuit reversed the district
excluding expert testimony proffered
without conducting a Daubert analysis
course, this omission did not in itself
new trial be granted — the Fourth Circuit
that it must "remand the case to the district
a more complete analysis . .. ." Id.

Even before Daubert, Judge
criminal case, that when a district cojurt
flawed legal test to exclude def
testimony, on remand for a determination
proper legal test "a new trial is requir
district court determines that the proffered
is admissible." United States v. Downing,
1224, 1243-44 (3d Cir. 1985) (citing Walter
467 U.S. 39, 49 (1984)). Defendants in a
as AstenJohnson and Scapa in this case
of procedural Daubert gatekeeping
greater claim than criminal defendants
a new trial where it turns out that the

had no substantive effect on the trial, because
legal analysis under Daubert reveals that
testimony admitted at trial was proper!
under Daubert.

CONCLUSION

When rehearing en banc was denied in Mukhtar
eleven years ago, Mukhtar's automatic-reversal rule for
Daubert gatekeeping errors was criticized by eleven of
the 24 active Ninth Circuit judges — two short of the
number needed for en banc review. The grant of en
banc review below suggests that most of the 27 active

Id. at 509.
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population, and
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Ninth Circuit judges (at least fourteen) were
jettison the Mukhtar rule. However, a m
thirteen judges randomly selected to
"mini-en banc" court (which excluded the
panel concurrence criticizing Mukhtar)
Mukhtar in its essential aspects, by a 8-to-
apparent that absent this Court'sprompt m
the fundamentally flawed Mukhtar rule
to control for the foreseeable future mi
affecting nearly a fifth ofthe Nation's
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